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Granny’s
Garden House

W

oo-hoo! I have been waiting ages
for you. Yes, YOU! And you, and
you, and you, and especially you!

All my tickly book muffins are back

again which makes me so happy that I want
to shout, ‘Honk-a-doodle-yee-ha,’ and break
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into a smooth little dance where I pretend
to go deep-sea diving underwater, shaking
my hips, and holding my nose. THAT’S
how very excited I am.
You see, the thing is, I am buzzing like
a bee on his birthday about this next story
because everything goes as wonky as a
donkey and gets extremely funusual, and
I’m not even kidneying.
I’m itching like the bum-bum of a baboon
to get started on the next Shiny Pippin
badventure, SHINY PIPPIN AND THE
IMPOSSIBLE DOOR! Now that you
are all here, we must do that immediately
because there is such an awful lot to tell.
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You will of course remember that the

H to the E to the R to the O of our
stories is a magical little girl called Pippin.
She spends a lot of time hanging out
with her awesome granny. Pippin and her
granny are Shiny, which means that they
can talk to Shiny animals, and they share
a very special telepathy with these animals
too. Shiny animals are animals that have
the same magic, a magic that came from
a very special star more than a hundred
years ago. If you are a police dog having
this as your bedtime story, then the magic
came from a very special star more than
SEVEN HUNDRED years ago.
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I can give you more reminderoonys
later about other sections of slimportant
funformation as we gallop through the
story, but I’m not going to dwell on that
now because what I really want to do is get
farted (pardon me) started.
The first thing to do is to find out what
Pippin is up to, because EVERYTHING
starts and finishes with this magical little
mega muffin.
Down outside Granny’s little cottage in
the woods, it was morning time. Soft
sunlight filtered through the trees and
made Pippin feel happy and nice about the
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world. She was up and out of bed already
because it was such a beautiful day.
She was playing with Tony, her dearly
beloved pet mouse and Shiny soulmate.
They had already played three of their
favourite games:
1) Battle Cheese Galactica
2) Urgent Speed Crisps
3) Hunt the Hazelnut
It was still early and they had just enough
time for a game of hide-and-sleep before
breakfast, so this is what they were doing
right now in the garden outside Granny’s
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cottage on the edge of the
magical forest.
Pippin had her eyes
closed and her head
against the trunk of an
apple tree. She was counting
while Tony the mouse was
finding somewhere cool to hide
and go to sleep.
‘Ninety-seven,

ninety-eight,

ninety-

nine, ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND!
Coming, ready or not,’ she shouted.
Our little friend set off around the garden
that surrounded Granny’s cottage. She
looked in the wood store. Tony was not
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there. She looked in the greenhouse. Tony
was not there either. She looked in the
outside toilet.

‘Gaaah!!!!!! Sorry,
Granny!’ said Pippin, blushing. ‘You
should lock the door! I didn’t know you
were having a private moment!’
‘Don’t worry, my little dumpling, I won’t
say anything if you don’t!’ Granny giggled
with a magical twinkle. ‘If you are looking
for that adorable little mouse of yours, I
saw him scuttle past the back door as I was
heading here for my morning plo—’

‘Gaaah!!!!!’

Pippin screamed

for a second time and flew off towards
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the back garden before her granny could
finish the rest of THAT sentence, thank
you very much.
At the back of the house Pippin
scanned

the

area,

pretending

she

was an amazing search droid called

Findy Stuff 5000 .
Findy Stuff 5000 clicked into search
mode and looked:
1.0) In the milk bottles that were on
the back step
2.0) Inside Granny’s watering can
3.0) Under Granny’s sun hat, which
was on a bench

DOWNLOAD COMPLETE: NO TONY
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Pippin scratched her head and rubbed
her pretend-robot tummy, which helped
her reboot, and as she did so, she started to
feel magic twinkles coursing through her
pretend-electric bones. She recognised this
yummy feeling. It was the start of a lovely
Shine. It was with Tony and the little girl
began slowly to listen in on the little mouse
to see where he might be. She felt as though
he was hiding somewhere dark, she felt as
though she could smell the strong sniffage
of wood, lawn mowers, deckchairs, and . . .
sniff, sniff, sniff . . . barbecue charcoal.
Looking up, she immediately spotted
where the little mouse was. He had to be
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in what Granny called her garden house.
Now, I’m not going to lie to you because
friends don’t lie, this wasn’t really a house
at all, it was just a little shed that backed
onto a wall at the end of Granny’s garden.
Pippin smiled, and as she did so, the
twinkly Shine popped like a wobbly bubble
and she raced towards the small gardenhouse shed.
Opening the stiff wooden door as quietly
as she could, Pippin saw a shedload of
stuff – she saw bikes and shelves and
brushes and spades and an old barbecue
and a cockerel in a cowboy hat.
Haha, not really a cockerel in a cowboy
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hat, that was just me messing about like a
big NINNY to see if you were listening,
and you were. Lovely.
So, stepping silently inside, Pippin
peered into jam jars and behind tins of
paint, and inside old plant pots. Still no
Tony Macaroni.
She looked inside tins and behind
candlesticks and on the shelves that
stood along one wall of the shed. No
Tony. She looked behind deckchairs and
on ledges and behind the little curtains
that Granny had hung at the windows.
Still. No. Tony.
She listened very carefully for little
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rustling noises that might give away
Tony’s hiding place, and then suddenly
she heard the faint but unmistakable
sound of her little mouse singing a song.
Tony was so confident of not being found
that he was releasing a nice relaxing nutbased ballad to himself and it went a little
bit like this.
(Now, the rule of the last book was that
any grown-up reading this aloud must
sing – or pay twenty pence into your piggy
bank. Because everything is now more
expensive, I have put the fee up for this
book to twenty-five pence. This is called
inflation.)
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Sing:
‘Ten hazelnuts sitting in my
bowl,
Ten hazelnuts sitting in my
bowl,
And if one hazelnut should
accidentally fall (into my big
soft tummy)
There’d be nine hazelnuts sitting
in my bowl.
‘Nine hazelnuts sitting in my bowl,
Nine hazelnuts sitting in my
bowl,
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And if one hazelnut should
accidentally fall (into my big
soft tummy)
There’d be eight hazelnuts sitting
in my bowl.’
Pippin crept towards the sound of the
singing, which was coming from the back
wall of the shed. This wall was covered
with an old heavy patchwork quilt, which
had been hung there to make the garden
house look homely and pretty. Pippin inched
forward quietly, planning to surprise Tony.
As she tiptoed closer, she smiled – little Tony
had no idea that he was about to be busted!
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‘Eight hazelnuts sitting in my bowl,
Eight hazelnuts sitting in my bowl,
And if one hazelnut should
accidentally fall (into my big
soft tummy)
There’d be seven hazelnuts sitting
in my bowl—’
Pippin reached up and grabbed the side
of the quilt. She pulled it back, quick as a
flash, fully expecting to see little Tony and
his fluffy belly singing away. But this is
NOT what she saw at all.
What she did see made her stop dead
in her tracks and gasp. Behind the
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quilt was a large oak door – the kind of
doorway that you might see in an ancient
freaky castle, a tricky temple, or a wiggly
old church.
Honk-a-doodle-flipsters,

my

lovely

friends! I do not know what to think about
this because it is so confusnig— I MEAN
CONFUSING! I don’t know where to
start trying to explain why there was a
huge funusual door, which looked like it
was from a chuffing castle, in Granny’s
wonky little shed.
This door was absurd, preposterous,
inconceivable

–

in

fact

IT

WAS

IMPOSSIBLE. This door was so totally
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out of the question that when I heard about
it, I just had to make it the title of this book. It
made me feel very excited because, my lovely
friends, magic like this does not come along
very often and, as such, it is extremely special.
Back to the story, which is in no way
snorey . . .
Goodness gracious jinkies and honk-adoodle-crumpets. How funusual is that?
thought Pippin to herself.
To help us visualise this completely
unacceptable door, I have asked my great
friend and picture wizard, Lady Babecca of
Raggley, to draw the door especially for us
with one of her most enchanted felt-tip pens.
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Check it.
This was spookier than five foggy forests
in February. What on earth was going on?

Where did the door lead to? Pippin began to
feel so anxious that she had to sing a little
song about feeling very nervous. Anyone
who is also feeling like Pippin can of course
be let off the twenty-five pence singing rule.
‘If you’re anxious and you know it
clasp your hands.
If you’re anxious and you know it
clasp your hands.’
She remembered losing Tony in a
previous badventure and it had made her
feel sadder than a kitten in a cage. Where
was her little mouse?
She banged on the doors with her fists.
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‘TONY! Are you in there? Tony! I give
up. You win. Come out, Tony, I am feeling
very worried!’
Suddenly Tony’s cute little head popped
out of the keyhole! ‘Yay! I win,’ he said.
With a huge sigh of relief, Pippin snatched
up her friend, placed him gently into
her pocket and clutched him
to her beating heart.
‘Phew,’ she said. ‘I
was

worried

for

a second.’
Looking at the
old wooden door
she began to calm
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down. ‘What . . . is . . . in . . . there . . . Tony?’
she asked.
‘Nothing,’ said the little mouse, rather
matter-of-factly. ‘A room or something,
maybe some stairs. I didn’t really look.
I just hid in there and did two walnutty
farts and some singing,’ he continued.
Pippin pulled a torch out of her pocket
and shone it through the keyhole. There
did seem to be a room or hallway of
some sort, but this couldn’t be. Granny’s
shed BACKED ON TO A WALL.
This door couldn’t lead anywhere because
of the wall, but the problem was that IT
DID LEAD SOMEWHERE. Impossible.
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To make sure that she was not going
mad, Pippin walked out of the shed and
around to the back of it. It was as she
thought – the wooden wall of the shed
was right up against the wall of Granny’s
garden. Pippin could fit her arm into the
gap but that was all. She peeped over the
wall to see if there was anything unusual
but there was just a field. A field she had
seen a thousand times.
With her mind whirring, like a noneof-your-businessman who’d lost his best
briefcase, and feeling very excited, Pippin
rushed inside to ask her granny all
about the impossible door because it felt
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important and it felt unreal and it felt to
our hero like the most mysterious thing
that she had ever seen.
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